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Abstract: The United Nations Paris agreement of 2015 highlighted the need for urban planning
to prevent and contain urban sprawl so as to reduce trip lengths through an efficient distribution
of agglomerations and a well-balanced urban pattern distribution, all while considering travel
behavior and accessibility to green areas, services, and facilities on different temporal scales. For the
Vienna-Bratislava metropolitan region, our integrated modeling approach uses a combination
of multifractal spatial modeling along with a space syntax perspective. Multifractal strategies
are intrinsically multiscalar and adhere to five planning principles: hierarchical (polycentric)
urban development to manage urban sprawl; sustainable transit-oriented development; locally
well-balanced urban pattern and functions distribution to enhance vital urban systems, local centers,
and neighborhoods; penetration of green areas into built-up areas; and the preservation of large
interconnected networks of green areas to conserve biodiversity. Adding space syntax modeling to
a multifractal strategy integrates how space relates to functional patterns based on centrality, thus
applying a socio-spatial perspective. In this paper, we used the following workflow for an integrated
modeling approach: (1) Space syntax to identify the urban systems’ hierarchy and so determine a
spatial strategy regionally; (2) Fractalopolis to create a multifractal development plan for potential
urbanization; and (3) Space syntax to design a strategic urban master plan for locating new housing
and facilities vis-à-vis socioeconomic factors.
Keywords: decision model; fractals; multiscale analysis; space syntax; sustainability
1. Introduction
In many countries worldwide, urban planning is confronted with the challenge and consequences
of urban sprawl. For decades now in Western Europe and North America, the phenomenon of urban
sprawl has arisen due to a combination of more affordable housing in peri-urban areas and the
desirability of residential areas close to green areas, which has also resulted in an increase in trip length
to jobs and other facilities [1–4]. In Latin America, Africa, or Asia, urban sprawl is additionally caused
by the pressure of population growth and informal settlements [5,6]. The phenomenon of urban sprawl
partly follows a self-organizing, emergent, bottom-up logic, where decisions, made on a small scale,
result in a scattered urban fabric and therefore a scattered urban system. Urban sprawl results in social
costs such as social segregation and long travel distances to reach jobs for low-income inhabitants,
in economic costs due to increasing gasoline prices, and in environmental costs due to an increase in
energy use, which contributes to global warming and environmental pollution. Moreover, maintaining
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an efficient and well-functioning public transport system is costly and difficult in metropolitan areas
with low-density urban sprawl.
In the search for ways to limit urban sprawl, Neuman [7] reflects that the classic response has
been compact urban forms in order to improve urban livability. The discourse for sustainable urban
forms is usually led by the compact city concept [8], which advocates high building density and
short distances. The compact city form has been promoted throughout Europe [9], and in North
America [7] to tackle problems of unsustainability. The advantages of compact urban development
are short distances between various buildings that serve similar purposes. This, it is argued, creates a
smaller ecological footprint [10]. Schwanen and colleagues [11] have shown in a study in the
Netherlands that compact developments have a negative effect on the ecological footprint caused by
the daily mobility patterns of individual motorized transport, which is linked to traffic congestion.
This may encourage suburbanization of households to lower-density areas in the long term because
of travel-time considerations. Usually, households in Western Europe optimize their residential
choice with respect to accessibility to various types of amenities [11]. Contrary to this, many compact
developments in North America and Western Europe are mostly residential and distant from a
city or town. This necessitates daily travel for shopping, work, and entertainment. These kinds of
residential compact developments then contribute to urban sprawl. In this, they resemble, in their
disfunctionality, their planned unit development and residential subdivision predecessors, except that
they are now compact [7]. Rådberg [10] brings to this debate that, in the compact city, there can be a
lack of green spaces on different scales. Breheny [12] questions whether compact urban development in
general can hinder decentralization and the implementation of green land reserves in an urban system.
Green areas are key for recreation, leisure, and the urban microclimate. In short, the compact city does
not fully correspond to its promoted small ecological footprint.
To limit urban sprawl, the New Urbanism debate suggests an urban form of a Decentralized
Concentration [9,13] that provides proximity and accessibility to services and facilities, and that reduces
commuting distance and commuting time [14,15]. Concentrated decentralization stimulates the use
of public transport [11]. This is reminiscent of the Clustered Development Concept as suggested by
Barton [16]. From the perspective of public transport, Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) creates
spatial-functional clusters around public transport hubs to make trip lengths efficient for daily needs.
Another approach is the Urban Network concept [17], which tailors efficient trip lengths according
to different kinds of transport modes. From a market-driven perspective, Christaller’s Central Place
Theory [18] implies different-sized centers, where services, goods, and supply are located. The concept
of polycentrism, which implies that a metropolitan area consists of several different centers having
a significant interconnection and complementarity [19], is also a factor. All these concepts have one
thing in common, which is that they embrace an inherent hierarchical ordering principle with a clear
center and subcenters.
Different reflections and academic research about how to contain and prevent urban sprawl have
led to a modified Christallerian concept reminiscent of polycentrism, with an inherent hierarchical
ordering principle [1,2,20]. This has subsequently led to the development of the multiscale,
multifractal simulation model “Fractalopolis” [2,20,21] as a GIS-based software application. In line
with considerations for a solution to containing urban sprawl and advocating sustainable development
across scales, we thought it interesting to combine a multifractal-modeling approach with a space
syntax approach.
Organization of the Paper and Method
In this paper, we show that this combination of models can be a powerful tool for decision-making
support in designing strategic regional and urban development plans. This paper is organized
as follows. First, we give an overview of the theoretical basis for a multifractal concept in planning,
followed by a description and explanation of the multifractal simulation model Fractalopolis.
We then explain its accessibility rules and population model. Next, we introduce space syntax,
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and how we combine Fractalopolis with space syntax. In addition, then we focus on the application
example and apply the combined approach to the Vienna-Bratislava metropolitan region to develop
real-world scenarios. Finally, through a discussion of sustainable and unsustainable fractal models,
we critically reflect on the integrated modeling approach we have presented. This discussion leads to a
new framework for a planning support system for sustainable development across scales.
2. From Theory to Application
Urbanization is a complex, partly self-organizing interaction between the built environment and
activities in society. On the one hand, economic, social, and individual preferences influence how
urbanization patterns evolve. On the other, the shape, form, and structure of the built environment
influence the choices people make. It has been shown that the spatial organization of urban patterns
is rather consistent with fractal ordering principles [22–29]. In natural systems, like bronchi or trees,
fractality often refers to optimization. Alexander [30] and Salingaros [31] have published research
contributing to the idea of fractals as linked to urban planning. This led us to consider how fractal
logic could be made operational for urban planning [2] (see Figure 1). To illustrate this, the example
we chose refers to a Sierpin´ski carpet, which was inspired by the theoretical reasoning found in
Christaller’s Central Place Theory [18] and Calthorpe’s Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) [17].
Using the example of a Sierpin´ski carpet, the key idea is then that fractal measurements become
norms for planning. Arlinghaus [32] had already provided evidence that there was a link between
Christaller’s hierarchical spatial-administrative model and fractals. Christaller’s Central Place Theory
has been criticized for its uniform distribution of hierarchical centers. Indeed, his model does not
incorporate a topographical approach. Krugman [33] thinks of Christaller’s system as a description
of self-organization.
Using multifractal logic, we can introduce a hierarchy of settlements on a regional scale and
centers and subcenters on an urban scale (Figure 1). This is reminiscent of Christaller’s idea of
different-sized centers with a specific hierarchical centrality in terms of size, population density,
transport, and distributed functions as an ordering principle. The advantage of using multifractal
logic is that it makes the generation of a geometric figure consisting of elements of different sizes
possible (Figure 1). In contrast, monofractal or unifractal-only logic permits geometric figures with
elements of the same size to be generated. Thus, multifractal logic is closer to the logic of the built
environment. Previous studies have shown that, using fractal logic on a regional scale, either a Fournier
dust or a Sierpin´ski carpet is very useful. On an urban scale, however, a Sierpin´ski carpet [2] or,
when a higher densification is intended, monofractal logic is advantageous [34] for developing urban
planning scenarios.
Our example of a multifractal Sierpin´ski is reminiscent of decentralized centralization logic,
similar to polycentrism with a hierarchical ordering principle. This multifractal center hierarchy is in
line with Christallerian logic (Figure 1b). The nested logic is supportive of interconnected green lanes
to support biodiversity and avoid the fragmentation of the open landscape (Figure 1b). Note that vital
centers are decisively affected by population density and well-distributed functions (Figure 1c).
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for potential frequentation of shops and services, and leisure facilities, a population model, and, on a 
local scale, a lacunarity rule to preserve a view of the landscape. 
The model not only makes the identification and evaluation of potential urbanization zones 
possible, but it also enables a strategic development design or master plan for regional and urban 
planning. With Fractalopolis, we can design strategies that address intensive or soft urban 
development along with urban transformation within the model’s cells, or we can set aside areas 
where no development is permitted. For the simulation, we predefine the number and sizes of cells 
generated recurrently for each iteration step by using an Iterative Function System (IFS). With the 
Iterative Function System, the fractal rule for urbanization is defined. Thus, different fractal 
dimensions D can be introduced for different iteration steps, linked either to regional or urban logic. 
Figure 1. (a) a theoretical multifractal Sierpin´ski (b) with different-sized centers representing urban
growth along a street network axis with public transport hubs; (c) population distribution according to
the multifractal Sierpin´ski’s spatial hierarchy.
2.1. The Multifractal Planning Model Fractalopolis
Moving from theory to application, the multifractal model Fractalopolis was developed and made
operational as a GIS-based software application [2,20,21]. The simulation model makes it possible
to use multifractal logic to develop planning scenarios. It is made up of a spatial model (Figure 1)
interlinked with a functional model with accessibility rules, including temporal settings for potential
frequentation of shops and services, and leisure facilities, a population model, and, on a local scale,
a lacunarity rule to preserve a view of the landscape.
The model not only makes the identification and evaluation of potential urbanization
zones possible, but it also enables a strategic development design or master plan for regional and
urban planning. With Fractalopolis, we can design strategies that address intensive or soft urban
development along with urban transformation within the model’s cells, or we can set aside areas where
no development is permitted. For the simulation, we predefine the number and sizes of cells generated
recurrently for each iteration step by using an Iterative Function System (IFS). With the Iterative
Function System, the fractal rule for urbanization is defined. Thus, different fractal dimensions D can be
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introduced for different iteration steps, linked either to regional or urban logic. For illustrative purposes,
we will use the example of a Sierpin´ski carpet for the following application example.
Once the number of cells and corresponding sizes are defined, the determined generator is applied
to each cell generated at the previous iteration step (0, 1, 2, . . . , n). The number of cells is determined
by the reduction factors r1, r2, . . . , rn. Iteration reduces the size of cells, which corresponds to a
multiscale modeling approach. For each iteration step, a more diverse spatial hierarchy emerges
with an increasing number of smaller cells per iteration (Figure 1). Thus, throughout the design of
the development plan across scales, potential transformation areas are stepwise more concentrated
within the boundaries of the step-by-step increase in the numbers of smaller cells. Each set of cells
is inherently linked to its predecessor cell, representing a nested logic. This allows for high spatial
efficiency and makes it possible to manage urban sprawl across scales. Based on our example in









The generated urban centers of the various hierarchical levels may have the same size,
while belonging to a different hierarchical level. A binary coding system is attributed to the
different-sized centers to distinguish the centers. For Table 1, the coding system has been used
as applied in Figure 2.
Table 1. Sample cells according to their hierarchical level, size, and surface percentage: iteration
steps 0–2.
Cell Code Hierarchical Level Cell Base Length [km] Cell Surface [km2] Surface Percentage [%]
0 1 175 30,625 100
0-01 2 87.50 7656 25
0-010 3 43.75 1914 6.25
0-0-011 3 43.75 1914 6.25
0-0-110 4 21.86 478 1.56
0-1-001 4 21.86 478 1.56
0-1-100 5 10.94 120 0.39
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In line with the real-world situation, and respecting expert knowledge of intentional urban
development, the cells can be manually repositioned at each iteration step within the generated area
boundary “mesh” (Figure 1). This “mesh” is defined by the cell iterated in the previous iteration
step: For example, cells generated at iteration step 2 can be freely repositioned within the boundary
area of a cell generated at iteration step 1 (Figure 1). Cells at iteration levels 1 or 2 may include
non-developable areas. In the course of iteration, the cells become smaller in size (Table 1) and
therefore can be positioned in such a way so as to avoid areas that are prohibited for development,
for example, UNESCO world heritage areas.
To be concise, a functional model then serves to complete this morphological model. In this paper,
we focus on the accessibility rules for shops, services, and leisure, as well as the population model.
Fractalopolis also includes a “lacunarity” rule on a local scale (neighborhood), which was discussed by
Yamu and Frankhauser [2].
2.1.1. Accessibility to Shops, Services, and Leisure Amenities
The accessibility rules represent the potential frequentation by inhabitants vis-à-vis different
temporal scales. The shops and services are distinguished according to their type and temporal scale
(Table 2). For the GIS-based software application, geo-referenced points with a code represent shops
and services, including their potential frequentation (daily, weekly, monthly, rarely). For rarely and
monthly temporal settings, the number and diversity of shops and services are important. This has
been discussed in depth by Yamu and Frankhauser [2].
Table 2. Sample types and potential frequentation, including distance function as used for this
sample application.
Distance d on the Road
Network Linked to Potential
Frequentation of Amenities
Services and Shopping Leisure Amenities Transportation
0–20 km µ(d) = 1 Central public administration Ski resort
RailwayOpera, theater, museum Forests
20–40 km µ(d) = 1–0 Hospital and health care center Alluvial forests
University




3–10 km µ(d) = 1–0 Supermarket Tennis court
Secondary school Football field




600–1200 m µ(d) = 1–0 Cash machine Small sports field
Primary school, Kindergarten
In addition, for weekly potential frequentation, we introduce the use of clusters [35,36].
The attractiveness of a cluster is evaluated by the number and diversity of different types of shops
and services. The higher the diversity of shops and services, the better the evaluation of accessibility
to them. The user of the software application sets up a geo-referenced database, where types
of amenities, including their potential frequentation and distance, are defined.
On the basis of the accessibility evaluation, multiple clusters can be present.
For evaluation purposes, one highly accessible cluster scores more highly than two moderately
accessible ones, two equally accessible clusters are deemed better than just one, and a single
very highly accessible cluster is more beneficial than a very accessible cluster plus one that is not
very accessible. Formally, the rule is defined as follows:
• a set of cells: i = (1, 2, f, k);
• a set of clusters of shops and services in cluster j is nj;
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• the diversity of the businesses (number of different types of businesses) in cluster j is δj;
• the distance (measured over the network) between cell i and cluster j is dij;






)µ(δj) µ(dij)]1−µ(dij){1− [1− µ(nj)µ(δj)] [1− µ(dij)]}µ(dij) (3)






Calculating Aij and µw involves applying Zimmermann’s aggregation operator [36]. For the












see Tannier and colleagues [35].
Aggregation Rules: For synthetic evaluations of suitability for each potential urbanization cell,
two sets of aggregation rules have been defined [1,2]. As seen below, the equation for a synthetic
accessibility A can be flexibly weighted for any spatial system and temporal scale, for example,
daily, weekly, monthly, or rarely. Our example shows an accessibility evaluation for a potential daily
frequentation of amenities.
• synthetic evaluation Ac,d of accessibility for a potential daily frequentation for a city;
• daily shopping and services is sd;
• leisure for daily frequentation is ld;
• morphological rule is m.
Ac,d = µ(sd) ∩ µ(ld) ∩ µ(m) (5)
For our application example, the following weights have been introduced:
Ac,d = 0.33µ(sd) ∩ 0.33µ(ld) ∩ 0.33µ(m) (6)
The next rule set combines all potential accessibility frequentations (Ac,d = daily, Ac,w = weekly,
Ac,m = monthly, Ac,r = rarely) for a city. Of course, this rule set is applicable for diverse functional levels
represented as urban centers, for example, cities, towns, villages, and hamlets. For our application
example for a synthetic accessibility of a city Ac, this yields:
Ac = 0.25Ac,d + 0.25Ac,w + 0.25Ac,m + 0.25Ac,r (7)
Again, the weights are flexible for a best fit for any spatial system under scrutiny.
Weights represent the relative importance of each type of facility for the inhabitants, according to the
functional level of the urban center under consideration. Weights have to be chosen to reinforce, to a
greater or lesser degree, the functional hierarchy of the spatial system modeled [1]. In our example,
the weights for a city have been equally chosen in Equation (7), for example, daily and weekly shopping
is equally as important as the opera for the inhabitants of Vienna.
2.1.2. Population
For spatial development, density is an important criterion that influences the location of shops
and services, therefore playing a role in the decision-making process involved in choice of location.
Thus, the previously discussed frequentation and accessibility rule set is completed by a population
model that uses the iterative logic of the spatial multifractal model and distributes a given or intended
population across the different cells, while taking into account the nested logic of the generator
(see Figure 1). The population model is weighted accordingly to the chosen reduction factors
(here, r1 and r2) and the Iterated Function System settings (Figure 3). This in turn explains how
the population model is inherently linked to the multifractal spatial model and its iteration logic.
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With each iteration step, the number of cells increases, while the overall cell surface coverage decreases.
The sum of the population of all cells decreases for each of the following iteration steps, because a ratio
of the population is allocated in the “cut-off” areas from the previous iteration step (“lacunae” areas,
see Figure 1). The underlying logic is to develop scenarios with an efficient population distribution in
line with amenities and leisure across scales. Let us assume that, in the first step, the ratio of the initial
population p is applied to the whole development area. Using our Sierpin´ski logic from Figure 1a,
this population is now dispatched between the main cell (a1) and subordinated cells (4a2) representing
one city and four towns. The link between the multifractal logic and the population model is for the
reduction factor r1 a population of ∝ a1 and for r2 a population of ∝ a2. Consequently, for the first
iteration step, the urban population for potential development areas p(1)urb reads:
p(1)urban =∝ (a1 + 4a2)p, (8)
where
(a1 + 4a2) = 1. (9)
By strictly applying multifractal logic for the urban population, we would obtain in the second
iteration step for p(2)urban:
p(2)urban =∝
2 (a1 + 4a2)
2 p. (10)
However, for a real-world application, this seems rather rigid. The commutability properties of
multifractals allow potential cells for development with different spatial hierarchical ranking—where
one cell represents a town and another cell a village, for example—to have the same population number
calculated in the model. In order to avoid this effect, the model lets us weaken the strict iterative
population distribution rule by manually changing the distribution factors. This makes it possible to
adjust the population model to any spatial system for each iteration step.
2.1.3. GIS-Based Software Application
The Fractalopolis model, it should be remembered, serves to identify potential development areas
by evaluating accessibility to facilities and leisure across scales. This provides information about the
“attractiveness” and “efficiency” of an area on a regional, urban, and neighborhood level so as to design
strategic development plans. In order to avoid excessive land consumption, it seems desirable to take
into account the existing road network when developing scenarios, and therefore ensuring from the
very beginning good accessibility to various services, shopping facilities, and leisure areas in relation
to the intended population. Each cell of the multifractal simulation model contains information
about streets, facilities, and land use. In the course of designing strategic development plans,
flexible weights for accessibility evaluation of functions and green areas allows us to adjust the
model to the real-world situation or in relation to intentions for future development strategies.
In light of the bottom-up versus top-down debate in urban planning, this model uses its
iteration logic, at first, not only top-down, following a “hierarchical decomposition” logic according
to the logic of iteration of fractals, but also then allows for a bottom-up readjustment of each cell
for each iteration step through a recalculation of the subordinated iteration steps. To illustrate this,
we provide the example of a development plan that has been designed using 8 iteration steps: A manual
readjustment of simulation cells in line with potential development areas was made at all iteration steps.
Fractalopolis supports the development of planning strategies for urban growth and
infill development. For scenario development, new amenities, roads, and green areas can be added to
different GIS layers in the computer application. Thus, an evaluation comparison between an existing
situation and the suggested development plan is possible. Furthermore, the model can be used to
identify potential shrinkage. At this point, it is mostly spatial structures and amenities with the lowest
evaluation values that will undergo either revitalization or renaturation.
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3. Towards an Integrated Modeling Approach: Combining Fractalopolis with a Space
Syntax Perspective
Space syntax [37,38] adds a configurational description of urban structure to the
Fractalopolis model. This method makes it possible to calculate configurational spatial relationships
in built environments and to link these to social activity patterns of utilization. Space syntax utilizes
graph theory to describe and quantify how easily accessible and navigable any space is. It allows us to
develop an understanding of how urban space networks relate to the social, economic, and cognitive
factors that shape them, and how they are affected by them [39,40]. Space syntax, as a geometric
accessibility analysis to measure spatial changes based on the theory of urban morphology, has been
widely applied since the 1980s.
Space syntax works with two concepts of centrality: “integration” (to-movement) and “choice”
(through-movement). Integration measures the topological distance from each street segment to all
others within a certain radius. In other words, how many turns need to be made from one street
segment to reach all other street segments? The integration measurement is thus able to predict the
use of a street. The easier its accessibility, the more integrated and thus the more popular a street is
for citizens. Choice measures the frequency of how likely it would be for a street segment to be part of
a particular path between all possible pairs of starting points and endpoints within a certain radius.
Choice captures how often, on average, a location may be used in trips from all places to all others in
the city [41]. This has an influence on land use, location choices, and mode of transportation [42].
Space syntax can measure those spatial features of cities that deliver a street network, which is
then either sustainable or not. The spatial layout of the street network influences building density and
the degree of function mixture: the higher the spatial centrality at various scale levels, the higher the
building density and the degree of function mixture. Centrality, especially on a local scale, is linked
to the number of people who use sustainable transportation modes, such as walking, bicycling,
and public transport [43,44]. Likewise, the higher the spatial integration at all scale levels, the
higher the building density. The spatial structure of the road network matters when it comes to
indicating whether and to what extent each planning and design proposal generates the use of
sustainable transportation modes. Space syntax can be used to design strategic development plans
by testing socioeconomic effects on various street alternatives and to indicate to what extent each
proposal generates a sustainable means of transportation or not. In short, in spite of some unresolved
methodological problems [22,45,46], space syntax, as a static model that indicates dynamics, has gained
a considerable amount of scholarly recognition over the years, backed up by empirical evidence [47].
For our sample application, we use the potential through-movement measurement choice to
couple information from both models, Fractalopolis and space syntax. Briefly, space syntax’s choice
is a dynamic measurement that indicates the movement flow through the built environment by
means of accessibility [48]. Fractalopolis indicators of accessibility make it possible to evaluate the
potential frequentation of facilities and leisure for different temporal scales. Both intrinsically refer
to the dynamics of a spatial system. For the sample application “Vienna-Bratislava Metropolitan
Region”, space syntax is used in two ways. It is used (1) on a regional scale to identify the region’s
spatial hierarchy. It can do this because space syntax’s underlying logic is the concept of centrality,
represented by accessibility measurements: the higher the amount of highly accessible (“central”)
streets in an urban system, the higher its overall centrality and therefore its hierarchical rank in
the region. It also indicates the degree and number of various functions in an urban system. This is
reminiscent of Christaller’s Central Place Theory. In addition, it is used (2) on a local scale to develop
and evaluate scenarios for sustainable means of transportation, and to identify optimization strategies
for the street network and location of functions. Thinking along the lines of the idea of locations,
a link to location theory [18,49,50] can easily be made, because the level of ease of accessibility is made
evident if the functions are well located.
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4. Sample Application and Results: Vienna-Bratislava Metropolitan Region
For this research, we chose the Vienna-Bratislava metropolitan region. Both capitals,
Vienna and Bratislava, are located along the Danube River at a distance of approximately 60 km
from each other. The rationale for choosing this cross-border study is based on the two capitals’
spatial proximity, and the region’s fragmented and irregular spatial pattern. The fragmented pattern
was triggered due to the artificial separation of both the Vienna and Bratislava regions by the former
Iron Curtain. Current planning efforts are geared to re-establishing one homogeneous spatial and
economic cohesion region in the limelight of “Central Europe”.
The region lacks a well-balanced agglomeration hierarchy, and urban sprawl exists along
“Vienna’s tail,” south of the city. Thus, designing a regional cross-border strategic development plan
with a local scenario would be a test for knitting together both formerly separated regions. Our aim was
to discover whether an integrated modeling approach, combining both models, would add value to the
design of sustainable strategic development plans, in view of optimized spatial pattern and functions
distribution, along with a means of sustainable transportation. To illustrate our methodological
approach, we therefore designed, tested, and evaluated a scenario supporting the design of a
development plan across scales. For our sample application, we chose as a fractal reference model a
multifractal Sierpin´ski carpet with a fractal dimension D of 1.36, as illustrated in Figure 1. We would
like to point out that there are a variety of reference models with different fractal dimensions D possible
for developing scenarios, as previously discussed by Yamu and Frankhauser [2]. The reference model
used here supports an axis-based development incorporating the logic of an agglomeration hierarchy
on a regional scale, for example, by identifying development potentials along existing rail and historic
trading routes. This is reminiscent of the idea of a Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) and the
Copenhagen Fingerplan.
For our application example, a study area was chosen that has a size of 30,625 km2. For the
multifractal planning model Fractalopolis, we assembled a GIS database with 22,839 entry points
for amenities, and 67,368 entry points for leisure and green space. In addition to the basic database
that included information about morphology, street network, water, forests, parks, agricultural land,
and restricted zones for development (e.g., UNESCO world heritage), public transportation and
population was added. For the space syntax model, we used a hybrid model comprised of
open-source data for the road network on the regional scale and a manually implemented axial
map on the local scale. In general, in gathering the information, several data sources were combined,
manually edited, and finalized.
First, in order to design the strategic development plan, we analyzed the regional road network
using the space syntax method. We applied the measurements of normalized choice high metrics
(“NACH high metrics”) and normalized choice low metrics (“NACH low metrics”). Both analyses
provided us with information about the region’s spatial hierarchy and a potential development
strategy (Figure 4). NACH high metrics (Figure 4a) depicts the region’s main routes for individual
motorized transportation and the regional route hierarchy, which are both continuous and fragmented
in our study area. Based on this information, and taking into consideration existing railway routes,
we decided on an axis-oriented scenario strategy along major historic and contemporary routes
in order to design the development plan. This was determined by the fractal reference model
“Sierpin´ski carpet” as illustrated in Figure 1, which enabled us to design an axis-oriented scenario
as described above. The development strategy chosen strengthens the major spatial axis to Prague,
Munich, Trieste, and Budapest (Figure 5). This is reminiscent of the Finger Plan for Copenhagen’s
metropolitan areas, which has, as its backbone, Transit-Oriented Development (TOD). The chosen
strategy spatially, socially, and economically strengthens and revitalizes these areas to create a future
sustainable region. In addition, NACH low metrics (Figure 4b) highlights various sizes of urban
centers in the region. This information about urban centrality, coupled with the analytical results from
NACH high metrics (Figure 4a), provided us with information about which town or village in the
region was predestined for urban development so as to create a “stepping stone” between the two
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anchor cities Vienna and Bratislava. The intention was to revitalize towns and villages on a local scale,
trigger the establishment of an agglomeration hierarchy on a regional scale, and manage urban sprawl
generally through an efficient spatial pattern and functions distribution, along with sustainable means
of transportation.
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determines the overall spatial strategy implemented for developing scenarios on a regional scale;
and (b) normalized choice low metrics—2000 m depicts local centers.
In Figure 4a, the road network col red in red depicts areas where the road are located in-between
or that go through various neighborhoods of different-sized urban systems. The vital walking- and
cycling-friendly local centers and neighborhoods are colored in red in Figure 4b. Comparing NACH
high metrics and NACH low metrics analyses (Figure 4a,b), a sustainable neighborhood or village
exists when the main routes go through or transect the village or neighborhood. Such an urban area
generates a sustainable means of transportation. When placing a metro, tram, or railway station
in these kinds of areas, the access for users is high. When the main routes transit, or orbit, or go
around villages or neighborhoods, this generates private car dependency. The used space syntax radii
are in line with a scaling principle. The distance parameters (2 km, region-wide) are in accordance
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with different iteration steps and therefore with the scales of the nested spatial system of the fractal
planning model.
Second, using a fractal planning method, we designed the strategic development plan (Figure 5)
and evaluated each cell’s accessibility using the aggregation rules with its temporal scales (Section 2.1.1).
Furthermore, we compared the existing population with the calculated model population per cell
(Table 3). When designing the strategic development plan, the model was used in a normative way.
The aggregated evaluation in our sample application ranged between the normalized values 0.37
and 0.75. In addition, we took the regional and local topography and non-developable areas
into consideration.
It is important to remember that, here, multifractal planning strategy adheres to the following
planning principles [1,2]: hierarchical (polycentric) urban development to manage urban sprawl;
transit-oriented development to incorporate sustainable means of transportation; locally well-balanced
pattern and function distribution to enhance vital urban systems, local centers, and neighborhoods;
penetration of green areas into built-up areas across several nested scales for leisure and
microclimate; and the preservation of large interconnected networks of natural and green areas
to conserve biodiversity.
Hierarchical polycentric development is inherently interwoven with different population densities
for different-sized urban systems. This, in turn, is linked with an overall population for each
urban system. In our sample application, the population model translates a predefined hierarchical
pattern distribution into population numbers for each iteration step. When comparing existing and
model populations for each cell, we can observe that the region’s hierarchy is shallow with two peaks,
Vienna and Bratislava. It is interesting that cell 0-0-1.10 covering old historic towns and partly
sprawling areas has a higher existing population number than the model proposes.
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Table 3. Evaluation of each cell at iteration step 2 (coding for each cell can be found in Figure 5).








0-0-0.11 43.72 0.75 1,894,808 1,637,562
0-0-1.10 21.86 0.66 144,124 85,174
0-0-2.10 21.86 0.66 36,818 85,174
0-0-3.10 21.86 0.73 33,651 85,174
0-0-4.10 21.86 0.67 22,686 85,174
Metropolitan Region Bratislava
0-3-0.01 21.86 0.57 339,628 176,826
0-3-1.00 10.93 0.51 7449 9197
0-3-2.00 10.93 0.73 114,091 9197
0-3-3.00 10.93 0.50 12,378 9197
0-3-4.00 10.93 0.37 10,986 9197
In the third step, we chose the town Bruck an der Leitha for iteration step 3 (Figure 5d) for our
sample local application. This town fits in well with the idea of creating a stepping stone between
Vienna and Bratislava, because it is strategically located in the region. For Bruck an der Leitha,
the space syntax analysis depicts a high-ranked road orbiting the town (Figure 4a) and a walkable,
bikeable central core (Figure 4b). Furthermore, a railway station exists with a well-established train
connection to Vienna and Bratislava.
As a test area for our local sample application, we chose a neighborhood north of the historic
core at the urban fringe. This neighborhood entails good accessibility to weekly, and low accessibility
to daily functions, evaluated using the street network. The synthetic evaluation of suitability ranges
from good to intermediate (Figure 6, Table 4). To adjust the multifractal model to the locally existing
real-world situation of Bruck an der Leitha, the model underwent a distance d calibration for daily
functions: 0–600 m for µ(d) = 1 and 600–1200 m for µ(d) = 1–0. In general, neighborhoods increase
their attractiveness when daily amenities are present. In order to attract daily and weekly functions,
a certain population density is crucial. Causality-wise, a neighborhood has the potential for active
land use (shops) and inhabitants if the neighborhood’s street network is town-wide and locally highly
accessible with good connections. This will also support a sustainable means of transportation, such as
walking and cycling.
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Table 4. Suitability evaluation and comparison between the existing population and the
model population. Due to the roughness of governmental data, the existing population numbers
are dubious on a local scale for some cells. This shows the common phenomena of a clash between
aggregated data and scale. Furthermore, the high impact of the morphological rule can be identified














00000.1011111 683.1 0.74 1516 884 632
Application area
00400.1011011 341.5 0.74 70.76 61 9.76
00401. 1011010 170.8 0.49 00 10.79 −10.79
00403.1011010 170.8 0.49 32.23 10.79 21.44
00404.1011010 170.8 0.47 0 10.79 −10.79
00402.1011010 170.8 0.59 0 10.79 −10.79
00440.1011001 170.8 0.74 9.35 9.24 0.11
00444.1011000 85.39 0.48 2.61 1.64 0.97
00442.1011000 85.39 0.49 0 1.64 −1.64
00441.1011000 85.39 0.48 2.20 1.64 0.56
00443.1011000 85.39 0.48 4.60 1.64 2.96
For the neighborhood under scrutiny, the space syntax NACH high metrics analysis for
the existing situation shows that the neighborhood is highly accessible. Important town-wide
through-roads (street segments in red, Figure 7a) provide good connections for this neighborhood to
other neighborhoods, towns, and villages within close proximity. The NACH low metrics analysis
representing the potential for pedestrian movement highlights a scattered street network with low
accessibility in the neighborhood core (Figure 7b). In the next step, we imposed the multifractal
planning strategy on the test area (Figure 7b). We translated the model’s population numbers per cell
into housing units per cell taking into consideration existing local housing typologies, making a total
of 131 buildings (Population Scenario 1, Figure 7d). Due to the problem of population data availability
and aggregation we identified, a “user population” was integrated into the model allowing us to
manually define a certain starting population for the iterative procedure on an urban scale. This “user
population” was, for instance, able to reflect predicted migration flows. We simulated a combined
scenario of urban growth and infill development. Two options were carried out, Scenario 1 with
131 housing units and Scenario 2 with 170 housing units (Figure 7d). To make the newly introduced
housing units easily accessible, we introduced 34 new street segments and analyzed the updated
street network using the NACH low metrics measurement. Figure 7d shows a street network that
is more accessible for pedestrians compared to the existing street network (Figure 7b), along with
the generation of potentially 3 locations that could develop into a new local center. Location 1 has
the highest, location 3 the second highest, and location 2 the third highest accessibility values (Table 5,
Figure 7d). These locations are suitable for active land use, because they collect town-wide and
local movement. This can be identified when juxtaposing NACH high metrics and NACH low metrics
analyses (Figure 7a,b).
The more dense, fine-grained, spatially integrated, and well-connected the street and road
network is, on various scale levels, the shorter the walking distances between urban functions; the
higher the density of the built mass, the easier it is to maintain a public transportation network, and
the less it contributes to urban sprawl into the country side. Hence, a sustainable neighborhood is
dependent on the spatial structure of the road and street network, which is the socio-spatial armature
of the built environment.
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Figure 7. An integrated modeling approach on a local scale: (a) NACH high metric radius depicts
highly accessible roads penetrating the neighborhood’s core: (b) NACH low metric radius 800 m
highlights an unsustainable street network for pedestrian movement; (c) the multifractal planning logic
includes potential residential development; and (d) NACH low metrics indicates a street network with
higher accessibility and potential locations for a local center with new functions. (Background image:
google earth).
Table 5. Means of syntactic measurements for the existing street network and the locations for a
potential local center with shops.
NACH High Metrics NACH Low Metrics
Potential location for a new local center 1 2 3 1 2 3
Existing street network 4.95 4.37 4.63 2.0 1.9 1.40
Scenario 4.94 4.49 4.68 2.41 2.24 2.32
5. Results
We can summarize that the use of multifractal planning logic combined with space syntax
contributes to the subsequent initial understanding of the spatial layout in terms of describing whether
and how metropolitan areas might be developed in a sustainable manner. The evaluation shows
that Fractalopolis works at a regional scale as a normative model supporting the identification and
constraints on and opportunities for designing a strategic development plan. At an urban scale the
model works more as an interactive decision support model in real time for identifying in greater
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detail potential cells for urbanization. Combining Fractalopolis with space syntax can be a powerful
tool for designing strategic development plans. For our research, we used space syntax in two
ways: one, to obtain information about the region’s spatial hierarchy and the potential development
strategy on a regional scale and, two, on a local scale, to refine the Fractalopolis cell-based approach
to design town-wide well-connected, walkable, and bicycle-friendly neighborhoods, and to create
vital local centers for active land use. This has been shown and applied to our example application,
the Vienna-Bratislava metropolitan region.
6. Conclusions and Directions for Further Research
We set out to answer the research question: How can we find a solution for managing urban sprawl
across scales, which incorporates an efficient distribution of spatial agglomerations, and generates
an optimal pattern and functions distribution to resolve the contradiction between compact urban
form and urban sprawl? To this research question, we added the premise that sustainable means of
transportation have to be included in the solution-finding process. In order to answer this question
and show a potential approach, we turned to an integrated modeling approach that combines the
multifractal planning model Fractalopolis with the geometric accessibility model space syntax.
It should be noted that a multifractal planning strategy must adhere to the following planning
principles [1,2]: hierarchical (polycentric) urban development to manage urban sprawl; transit-oriented
development to incorporate sustainable means of transportation; locally well-balanced urban pattern
and functions distribution to enhance vital urban systems, local centers, and neighborhoods;
penetration of green areas into built-up areas across several nested scales for leisure and
microclimate; and the preservation of large interconnected networks of natural and green areas
to conserve biodiversity. The multiscale logic of Fractalopolis provides a nested logic allowing for
an interlinked accessibility evaluation of the road network, combined with scaling. Furthermore, the
model facilitates the design of strategic development plans and the development of scenarios that take
into account the Leitbild of Sustainability. The model’s algorithm addresses the closest possibilities for
amenities and natural areas/urban green areas according to potential frequentation rates, for example,
a hypermarket for weekly shopping or a small park in the neighborhood for daily walks. The interactive
multiscale tool performs consistently across scales. Due to the flexibility and interactivity of parameter
input in the GIS-based software application, the user can adjust the model’s parameters to any existing
spatial system.
Figure 8 below shows some simple spatial principles of the transportation network on two scale
levels in a metropolitan area. The thick lines represent the main route network, whereas the thin
lines represent the local street network. As research has shown, the spatial structure of the street
and road networks influences the flow of movement and the location of economic activities [48].
Likewise, the spatial structure of the street and road network influences the degree of building density,
land use diversity, and the degree of street life [44]. Therefore, the spatial structure of the street and
road networks matters for urbanized areas.
The two examples at the top of Figure 8 show the spatial principles of a sustainable and an
unsustainable transportation network. When the main routes are well integrated with the local
street network, users inside urban areas and villages with these kinds of spatial features tend to
choose sustainable means of transportation. Often these kinds of built environments tend to have
a large variety of functions, a high degree of walkability, and a balanced high density between the
floor space and ground space index in the built mass. The number of people in the streets tends to
be high in these areas. Often a large variety of shops tend to be located along the main routes in
order to attract transiting travellers as well as local residents. The green areas are located adjacent
to the urbanized areas. When this is the case, we call it a sustainable fractal model (Figure 8a).
When the main routes are located outside the various neighborhoods and villages, this generates
private car dependency, mono-functional dwelling areas, and sprawl into the countryside. This model
can be termed an unsustainable fractal planning model (Figure 8b). Sustaining an efficient public
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transportation model can be costly, and the time used for travelling on it is much higher than in the
sustainable fractal model.
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Figure 8. Schemes showing some spatial fractural principles in the relationship between the local street
network in neighborhoods or villages and the larger metropolis. The image, top left, is reminiscent
of the logic used in our multifractal planning logic for designing a strategic development plan and
development scenario for creating sustainable means of obility.
When incorporating a ring road in these two examples (Figure 8c,d), the way in which a ring road
is connected to the local street network will influence whether and to what extend the metropolitan
area will have a sustainable urbanization pattern. When a ring road goes through local areas,
urban centers can be strengthened in the existing neighborhoods/villages. The green areas will
be broken up, but creating green bridges or locating a ring road underground to maintain continuous
green corridors can resolve this. When a ring runs outside the various neighborhoods/villages,
it contributes to private-car dependency, monofunctional areas, and low-density urban sprawl into
the countryside. The green areas will be broken up. As shown in the two examples below in Figure 8,
a ring road imposed upon the sustainable fractal model can maintain a sustainable urbanization pattern,
as opposed to when a ring road is imposed upon the unsustainable fractal model.
When undertaking a comparable study, the application of Fractalopolis in combination with
space syntax would be useful, combined with a linked sensitivity analysis to identify the potential
uncertainties of the results obtained, in comparison to different spatial systems. For example,
an application of this integrated modeling approach, as presented here, on new towns planned
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in their entirety, such as Almere and Lelystad in the Netherlands, could shed some light on their
degree of sustainable urbanization pattern. Often the critique is that these new towns generate private
car dependency, lack of street life, and a fragmented urban fabric. Maybe the answer as to why this is
could be found in the spatial fractal structure.
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